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of a series of experiments carried out to determine the starting characteristics
platoons are reported. In particular, the space-time trajectories of the lead

vehicles have been examined in detail in order to determine the macroscooic
ofvehicular platoons. The effects of such factors as initial intervehicle spacing,

delay, and acceleration behavior are presented. In addition, calculations
made for the flow of the platoon as a function of position along the roadway as

for the speed of propagation of the starting wave as the platoon accelerates up

rocent study,r the authors examined the transient characteristics of bus
The motivation of that earlier work was to shed some light on the
of a bus system operating much like that of a train or subway where

ofbuses would start and stop at stations along an exclusive right of
these studies it was found that the cyclic dynamics of bus platoons

at one station and stopping at another possessed repeatable features
could be described relatively simply. The present paper in which we

attention on the transient characteristits of automobile platoons is an
of this earlier work. There is little doubt that the dvnamics of a

ofvehicles discharging from a queue at a signalized intersection play
t role in saturation flow and intersection capacity, and therefore are
t element of the traffic complex in urban areas.

studies have been reported on different facets of the dynamics of
le platoons. For example, Foster2 examined the starting phase of

of vehicles immediatelv downstream from a sienalized intersection.
trajectories averaged over a number of cycles, an estimate of the speed of

of the starting wave was made. Other investigators3-6 have also
various characteristics, such as flow, speed, and dispersion, of platoons

from signalized intersections. In addition, Herman and Rothery?
studied the dynamics of the transition of a vehicular platoon going from

state to another.
present work we are concerned mainly with the starting dynamics of a

composed of similar automobiles on a test track facility. In particular,
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our efforts are directed towards studying the initial starting delay, the starting
wave as it propagates back through the platoon, a description of the dynamics
of starting as well as the transit time of platoons moving past an observation
point as a function of distance down the roadway.

In the next section we discuss the techniques that were used in carrying out
these experiments.

Experimental Details and Techniques

A platoon of six automobiles was used throughout the studies. These vehicles
were standard, full-size production model 1970 Chevrolets with the exception
of the lead vehicle which was a standard full-size Oldsmobile. This latter vehicle
housed all of the recording equipment.

The roadway used was the four lane divided test track facility located at the
General Motors Technical Center. The test track is approximately l/+ miles
long including turn arounds at each end. Only the straight section was used for
each test run and the platoon was confined to one lane in each direction. This
facility thus provided a straight, wide and level road section, with no entrances,
exits or cross roads, 0.7 of a mile long.

The lead vehicle was controlled by the same driver in every test run. He was
provided with a monitor that displayed the acceleration of his vehicle and was
instructed to accelerate his vehicle at a nearly constant rate to a predetermined
speed. The five other vehicles were also driven by employees of the General
Motors Research Laboratories. They could not, in any way, be considered pro-
fessional drivers and were not selected because ofany particular attribute. Theil
position in the platoon was changed each of the five days that were required to
complete the total number of test runs. The only instruction given to these
drivers was to "follow the vehicle ahead in a 'normal' and'safe' manner."

Ninety-eight test runs in all were recorded which provided approximately I I
repeated trials for each combination of the two control parameters. These
control parameters were the maximum attained speed of the lead vehicle, u6,
and the mean acceleration, {, used by the lead vehicle to attain this speed.
Three levels were used for each variable. Table I gives the matrix of the experi.
mental conditions investigated and the number of repetitions of each condition.
The chronological order of the runs for the various combinations of speed and
acceleration was sequenced by a quasirandom scheme.

The acceleration control variable requires special comment, The initial
objective was to have three levels for the mean acceleration of the lead vehicle
with the specific values of 4, 8, and l2 ft/sec2. Operationally, this was not
achieved. First of all, the lead vehicle's performance was below that of a stan.
da'rd vehicle due to the abnormal loading caused by the electronic equipment
that was housed in it. This reduction in performance was particularly detri
mental to the runs calling for the highest acceleration. The resulting average
acceleration of the lead vehicle for this high acceleration case was -9. I 8,
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TABLE I

The Control Variables Used in the Experiments:
Mean Acceleration, a, and Final Cruising Speed,
ae, of the Lead Car. The entry in the Table is

tlre number of runs for each condition.

50
(mph)

30 40
(mph) (mph)

U O
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a Medium

High
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t 2
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l l
9

l l

l l
t 2
l l

-8.52, and -7 .73 fti sec2 for the three speed levels of 30, 40, and 50 miles/hour,
respectivelY.

Throughout each test run magnetic tape recordings were made of the motion
of the lead vehicle and the last vehicle of the six-vehicle platoon. These record-
ings consisted of the time series of events for every foot of forward motion of
each instrumented vehicle. This information was obtained by using fifth wheels.
The positional information from the last vehicle was transmitted via a tele'
metering link to the lead vehicle and was recorded on magnetic tape simul-
taneously with similar information obtained from the lead vehicle as well as a
3000 cycles/sec synchronizing clock signal.

The information recorded during the experiments was later reduced to a
digital format by accumulating the time taken by each vehicle to travel a dis-
tance of 14 ft. In order to measure starting times, the time at which the first
forward foot of motion was completed was also obtained for the lead and
last vehicles.

The data was processed by an IBM 360 Model 65 computer to obtain trajec.
tory inforrnation interpolated at equal /4 sec intervals. Speed, platoon length
and relative speed histories were also obtained in both numerical and graphical
form (see Fig. I of Ref. l).

A number of analyses were performed on the basis of this data, the results of
which are discussed in the next section.

Results

Transient Characteristics of Starting

The transient characteristics of a vehicular platoon from the time the platoon
starts to move to the time it reaches a steady state can be separated into two
phases: the acceleration phase defined from the time the lead car starts to move
to the time the last car reaches the cruising speed of the lead car; and the relaxa'
tion phase defined from the end of the acceleration phase to the time the pla-
toon reaches a steady state. These two phases of the starting transient are
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the relaxation phase of the starting transient are indicated,

illustrated in Fig. I which is a typical test run in which the lead car used low l
acceleration to attain a 30 mph cruising speed. The dynamical characteristics r
of the platoon during the acceleration phase is discussed in this section and th{
relaxation phase is discussed later. )

The acceleration phase ofthe platoon can be described by the initial platoo{
length, the starting delay, the acceleration of the lead car, and the acceliratiod
the sixth car. such parameters from each of the experimental runs have been r
analyzed in terms of their averages and variances and with respect to the aqcel(
tion and the cruising speed of the lead car. Given these parameters an overald
description can be obtained for the platoon during the acceleration phase. I

The initial platoon length was the spacing between the same points, r.g.,,.al
bumper to rear bumper, on the lead and last cars at the beginning of the test I
run. since no instruction was given to the drivers regarding how they should".l
space their cars, this initial platoon length can be interpreted as the sum ofthd
normal spacings used by the five following drivers when they approach an int{
section at low speed (r20 mph) and then stop. The initial platoon length in d
the 98 test runs has an average of 129.62 ft and a standard deviation ofs.gz d
This gives an average spacing between pairs of vehicles of 25.92 ft with a stanJ
dard deviation of 2.57 ft. In order to establish its generality, this result has b{
compared with the initial spacings of a four-car platoon in a preliminary exper{
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ment with 1 5 test runs that involved a different set of drivers. The average
.'spacing from these two different sets of experiments show no statistically sig-
nificant difference.
, The averages and standard deviations of the starting delays for the nine experi-
mental conditioris are shown in Table II. The results of an analysis of variance
on the starting delays give an indication that the starting delay depends on the
acceleration of the lead car (at the 0.5% significance level) but not on the final
cruising speed (at the lO% significance level). Since at the time the sixth car
started to move the lead car was still accelerating, even for the 30 mph cases, the
starting delay in these experiments is thus expected not to depend on the cruising

, speed of the lead car. However, the result may be different if the cruising speed"of the lead car were sufficiently low or the platoon size were large. After the
starting delays for different lead-car cruising-speed cases have been combined,

TABLE II

The Averages and Standard Deviations (in parentheses)
of the Starting Delays (in sec) for Each Experimental

Condition (a6, a-)

40 50 All
(mph) (mph) speeds

uo 30
(mph)

(seq) (sec) (sec) (sec)

Low

7 Medium

High

5.35
(1.08)
4.62

(r.22)
4.29

(0.68)

4.77
(0.6s)
4.25

(0.70)
3.98

(0.79)

4.74 4.95
(o.ss) (0.82)
4.44 4.44

(0.e6) (0.9s)
3.97 4.08

(1.00) (0.82)

the results of Behrens-Fisher tests show the difference of the mean starting
delays between low and medium acceleration cases to be significant at lhe 2.5%
level; between medium and high acceleration cases to be significant at the lVo
level; and between low and high acceleration cases to be significant at the 05%
level.

The mean acceleration as a function ofspeed has been calculated as the ratio
ofa given speed and the time that it took the vehicle to reach that speed from
a standing start. The mean acceleration averaged over runs of the same controlled
conditions is shown in Fig. 2 for the lead and the last car and for the nine condi-
tions of lead car acceleration and cruising speed. Also shown together with the
averages are the 99% conftdence limits on the averages.

The acceleration of the lead car is one of the control variables of the experi-
ment. In the low acceleration cases, the lead car was able to maintain consistently
a mean acceleration of about 4 ftlsecz , as intended, with only small variations
from run to run. Although the mean acceleration was a little higher than the
instructed value when the vehicle started to move. the variation from run to run
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Fig. 2. Averages ofmean accelerations calculated from a standing start to various inter-
mediate speeds versus intermediate speed. Also shown are the 99Vo confidence limits of tle
averages. The solid curves are for the lead car and the dashed curves are for the last car.
Each graph shows the results for one of the nine experimental conditions.

was small and the mean acceleration intended was very quickly reached and
maintained. In the high acceleration cases, due to the aflect of the equipmenr
on the instrumented lead car, the intended accelerations of g and lzitliec2
could not be maintained when the vehicle reached higher speeds. However, as
can be seen inFig.2, two distinctly different accelerition iharacteristics were
produced by the lead car-for the medium andhigh acceleration cases. Although
the variations in the acceleration characteristics were large from run to run at
low speeds, the mean acceleration became qirite consistent by the time the lead
car reached higher speeds. In other words, the mean accelerition of the lead
car from a standing start to the specified cruising speed was replicated well from
run to run for each of the acceleration conditions.
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The mean acceleration of the last car has, in general, larger variation between
runs of the same condition than the lead car. The variations from run to run
were, however, drastically reduced at speeds of 40 ft/sec or higher implying that
most of the variation occurred at speeds lower than 40 ftisec. Such variations
at low speeds, which will be discussed later, were averaged out by the time the
last car reached higher speeds.

Comparing the mean accelerations of the last car for runs with the same lead-
car acceleration but different cruising speeds, it can be seen that the mean accel-
erations of the last car as a function of speed are similar in that portion of the
curves where they overlap in speed. This result is expected because the last car
driver did not have information of the final cruising speed of the lead car. He
adopted the cruising speed of the lead car only when this information was
propagated to him through the car immediately in front of him. With the aver-
ages of three different samples agreeing, this result further demonstrates the
consistency (in the sense of averages) of the mean acceleration characteristics
of the last car in runs with the same lead car acceleration condition. Further-
more, the mean acceleration of the last car for medium and high lead-car
acceleration cases is only slightly different despite quite different mean accelera-
tion characteristics for the lead car in the two cases.
In the high and medium lead car acceleration cases, the mean acceleration of

the last car was always below that of the lead car; whereas in the low accelera-
tion cases, the mean acceleration of the last car at speeds between 10 and 20
ft/sec exceeded that of the lead car in most of the test runs. Mean accelerations
were not calculated for speeds below l0 ft/sec because the first data point avail-
able was the travel time of the first 14 ft made by the vehicle. The average
speed for the first l4 ft traveled was already greater than l0 ft/sec. Where the
mean acceleration of the last car exceeded that of the lead car it was quickly
corrected by the last-car driver to a level below that of the lead car by the time
the last car had reached approximately 30 ft/sec.

Despite the consistent average acceleration behavior of the last car as illustrated
in Fig. 2, the detailed speed history of the last car was quite different from one
test run to another. Such variations are attributable primarily to the adjustments
made in the acceleration of the last car during the early part of the acceleration
phase. For most runs where it appeared that the driver of the last car was using
too high an initial acceleration, the last car showed adjustments in its accelera-
tion at speeds below 40 ft/sec. Since there was no information recorded for
the dynamics of the four intermediate cars of the platoon, the observed behavior
of the last car could be a response to disturbances created in the platoon and
propagated to it, as well as a result of adjustments to the last car driver's indi-
vidual action. Such acceleration adjustment may vary from a sharply defined
discontinuity in the speed history to a slow continuous reduction in acceleration.
Figure 3 shows the speed histories and the phase plots of the speed of the last
car versus the platoon length for two runs to illustrate the two extreme types of
acceleration adjustments made by the last car.

The acceleration adjustments made by the last vehicle of a vehicular platoon
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during starting was first studied with a bus platoon. The result of that studyr
showed the sixth bus of the platoon making acceleration adlustmenis wtren tl
platoon reached a certain critical state expr-essed as a transiiion ,"gi* on u
of the speed of the last bus versus platoon length. whenever such"an accelr
adjustment occurred, it was a well defined onJ-step correction. Because of
low acceleration capability of the buses, the lead bus, in tt os. ,"prri,nrnts,
maximum performance to reach the final cruising speed and the list bus used
acceleration almost identical to that of the lead 6us in its initiar phase of u".,
ation. The dynamics of the bus platoon thus had very high ."prliutiiiiy r.o*
run to run. Furthermore, since at most one distinct acceieratlon adiustment vnecessary to allow the last bus to reach the final cruising speed of tri, rral oui,the occurrence of such acceleration adjustments was als-o t igruy pr.oi.;;bd.*'

The transient characteristics of the automobile platoon a,i.ingirr. ucceleratir
phase of starting are far less predictable. Althouglr the lead car"could reolicate
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its prograr.nmed accelerations quite well, the acceleration capabil ity of the auto"
mobiles was much higher than the buses, thus giving the following cars flexibility
in accelerating into the same uear-steady-state platoon configuration at the time
the platoon reached the specified cruising speed. The reproducibil i ty of the
dynamics of an autontobile platoon during the acceleration phase of the starting
transient was therefbre reduced. However, as indicated in Fig. 2, most of the
variations occurred at low speeds over which the automobiles have the highest
acceleration capabil ity.

The adjustments made by the last car driver on the acceleration of hisvehicle
also showed higher variability than those observed with the bus platoon. Unlike
the adjustments observed for the bus platoon, there was often more than one
distinguishable acceleration adjustment made by the last car before it reached
the final cruising speed of the lead car; or there could even be a continuous
adjustment in the acceleration. Nevertheless, it was possible to obtain a few
general qualitative results regarding the acceleration adjustments made by the
last car. Table III shows, for each of the experimental conditions, the number
of runs where a discontinuity in the speed history of the last car was observed
during the acceleration phase. Also shown in the same table are the number of
test runs and the average number of distinct acceleration reductions for those
runs where such accelelation adjustments were made. Acceleration adjustments
occurring after the lead car had reached its final cruising speed were not included,
for it was not clear whether such adjustments were related to features in the
acceleration phase or they were responses to the disturbance created by the lead
car when it discontinued its acceleration. It can be seen in Table III that when.
ever the lead car used low acceleration the last car made at least one acceleration
reduction prior to reaching the final cruising speed. Such adjustments were
absent in runs with high lead-car accelerations. This phenomenon is undoubtedly
related to the last car using accelerations higher than that of the iead car in low
acceleration cases, as discussed before.

TABLE III

The Number of Runs in Which Acceleration Adjustments Occurred Expressed as a
Ratio of the Total Number of Runs for Each of the Experimental Conditions

and in the Parentheses the Average Number of Corrections Per Run for
Those Cases Where Such Adiustments Took Place.

us 30 40 50
(mph) (mph) (mph)

-  1 0 / 1 1
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The transition points, at which acceleration adjustments of the last car were
made, in terms of the speed of the last car and the platoon length are plotted in
Fig.4 for the first acceleration corrections. It can be seen that practically all
these first transitions took place at last-car speeds ofless than 30 ft/sec for low
lead-car acceleration cases and less than 40 ft/sec for medium lead-car accelera-
tion cases. The locations of the transition points on this graph indicate that the
acceleration corrections in runs with low and in runs with medium lead-car
accelerations occurred at different platoon configurations. If the difference in
vehicle lengths were taken into consideration, the results shown in Fig. 4 for the
six car platoon are similar to the transition region obtained for the six bus
platoon (see Fig. 8 of Ref. l).

Speed of Propagation of the Starting Wave

In this section we are concerned with estimating the speed of propagation of
the starting wave. In particular, we have calculated from all of the test runs for
the case uo = 50 mph the quantity C which is the speed of the transition bringing
the sixth vehicle up to a speed u. The calculations have been made using the
roadway as a frame of reference and therefore C corresponds to the 'standard'

definition of the speed of propagation of a transition as defined, e.g., by Lighthitl
and Whitham.s If hydrodynamical theories are applicable for this case, the
numerical values for C would be equivalent to the slope of a flow versus concen-
tration diagram, i.e., dqldk (see Discussion on pp. l4-15 of Ref. 5).

Our estimates for C have been made for each test run at increments of 2.5
ft/sec. Each estimate is made by noting the elapsed time, Ar, between the lead
and last vehicle reaching a speed, u; the distance between the positions of the
vehicles on the roadway, Ax, where these events occur; and taking the
ratio Ax/At.

The results for several test runs of the high acceleration case are shown in
Fig. 5. It should also be mentioned that the initial starting wave, i.e., C at u = O
is also given in Fig. 5. This latter estimate was made by noting the elapsed time
between the first forward foot of travel of the lead and last vehicle and the
initial platoon length, Zs. We have termed this starting interval as the 'starting

delay'and denote it by ?n6.
The cases shown in Fig. 5 were selected as being representative of the types of

results that were obtained. The results derived by averaging over all runs for
each acceleration condition are shown in Fig. 6. Superimposed on this figure
are the results of Fosterz who calculated C for the starting wave of platoons
discharging from a signalized intersection. Foster's experimental technique was
to estimate the trajectory of each vehicle from arrival times at six positions
spaced at 50 ft intervals downstream from the intersection and to estimate the
slope (i.e., speed) of the average trajectory of each vehicle in the platoon. From
this information he calculated C as a function of u. In particular the solid line
in Fig. 6 is the result of a least squares fit of the equation

l l

C = u - L (1)
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Fig. 6. Speed of propagation, C, of the starting wave, versus platoon speed, a. Each
is derived by averaging over all runs of the same lead car acceleration. The maximum
for the lead car in these cases was 50 mph. The result obtained by Foster is also shown,

to his data. The value of i was estirnated by Foster to be 25.7 ft/sec. Equa
(l) simply states the algebraic relationship between the speed of the traffic
stream, a, and the speed of propagation of a disturbance with respect_to the
roadway, C, and the speed with respect to the moving traffic stream, tr. While
Eq. (l) is valid for small fluctuations, it is not appropriate for our case where
have large perturbations. Here we have a substantial change in platoon length
during the propagation time Ar. If complete information were available on
vehicle trajectory one could trace the propagation ofa disturbance more
accurately and possibly circumvent this problem.

One of the most interesting features of Fig. 5 showing C versus a is that in a
large number of cases the curve for a given test run initially begins with a
or at least as a slowly changing function of speed up to a speed of about 30
ft/sec. A constant value of C would imply that the lead and last vehicle traj
tories were the same, apart from a translation in space and time to take into
account the initial delay time and the initial platoon length. Above the
speed of 30 ftisec, the data fitted to Eq.(l) approxirnates the relationship
between C and the platoon speed a. A "least-squares" lit of Eq. (1) to the
shown in Fig. 6 above 30 ft/sec provides an estimate of ).. These estimates of
). for the low, medium, and high acceleration cases are 46.7,53.5, and 55.6
ft/sec, respectively.
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Flow Characteristics of the Platoon

The dynamics of the automobile platoon in the relaxation phase of the starting
transient have been studied through observations of the transit time of the
platoon passing fixed points along the roadway. Observations of this type have
been studied previously in Refs. 1,3-5. The averaged transit time as a function
of distance downstream from the initial stopped position of the last car is
plotted in Fig. 7 for each of the nine experimental conditions. It can be seen
that after both the lead and last cars had reached the final cruising speed, usually
within 1000 ft of the starting position, the platoon spread out. Despite very

30 mph

Acceleration
- High

Medium
ororor l_911y

0 500 1000 1500
Distance (feet)

2000 2s00

Fig. 7. The transit time of the platoon at varous positions along the roadway is shown
versus downstream distance from the initial stopped position of the last car for each of the
experimental conditions investigated. Each curve represents the average of all the runs
with the same lead car acceleration and speed a6.
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different transit time characteristics immediately downstream from the startingposition for runs of different control conditions, the transit times at 2400 ft arealmost identical with runs of the-same cruising speed. In tn".urry furt or tr*relaxation process, the different configurations reached at the end of the acceler.ation phase due to different sets ofinitial conditions,rrr.orr..tra to u n."r-steady'state condition with moderate adjustments; and then, final adjustmentswere made by the following car-s of the platoon to achieve . ,truay ,irt, *itt,primarily small perturbations of.approximately t5 ft/sec around tie cruisingspeed of the lead car. Since in allihe runs the plato* ** rouing iJa steaoystate.by increasingplatoon length the average speed of the last car"in the re-laxation phase was necessarily less than thaiof^the lead car. Howeveiwitn firesmall perturbations the difference between the time averaged speeds of ttre flead and the last car was v3.v 1ma[, resulting in a slow oriit l.lriJ, rrrirrr, ]transit times as shown in Fig. 7. I
At the.time the platoon reached the end of the predetermined 0.6 mile road. Iway section used for these experiments, the data indicates for each *;;h"; ;" Iplatoon was continuing to expand. Thii suggests that steady ,tut., nua ffi;;; Ibeen achieved in these experiments. 

- -----r rrvr tvr 
I

.An alternative vantage point for viewing the starting dynamics of vehicular Iplatoons is the flow-concentration diagrair. using th-e tiansit time oi ri, J"""" Iat each 50 ft interval on the roadway, the flow, q, vehicles/hour, as measured bv Is":."1"1.:ffi l,?:[ii,ill?fi ::"i::::iT:x1#T]Jx,J,l;il*rl;l*ffi ;l
ilinil:HJlrrage 

of the length of the platoon at the beginning ,"a.0 ""iiL 
I

,J'trii:#H:ixT:JH?:13?,1fi J';il:":1"'J'il,i:li;;5:ffiFi"Til:l'"1
lff"Y:T"':',"il,1ff T1i'r",:'-i'.tf,:::f;:ff ;ly,t;lii:lll'*#il"1
since each point plotted is for 50 ft increments .rJ"g tr,. iJu,i;;d;;i;: Igaphically display the flow-concentration history for a test run as the piuioon Iff H :i:if ,:Tiff3x"'*3ffix'J.',1,'J,:*:t ,,11lj,,r::::niilff 

- 
|vehicles are traveling at about the lead car cbntrol speed, ao. H;;;;; ;;;." Ibe seen from this curve, the platoon slowly expanai its rcnltn 

", 
tr* s,;p"i"t Imoves along the constant speed line. 

Y ' rv vv'r! 
I

The case shown in curve B of Fig. g is very typical of the test runs for hish I

ffi liJ?i!"t#ii:':x.::ff ff j?f,Tl,l;l;*ru;1:,*T;i;ttjliln,l
'loop'. This motion is mainly causea by the overshoot in speea of th; f;;1 -::- |vehiiles. tn ttris case ttre platoon approaches the steady state from 

"b";",X:t"t 
II

#l##f; li,tffi :llrff 
"',l'ff 

,?i::':,f"u:*ffi:x:"1}"il,H'l,A'il'ffi 
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20 40 60 80
Concentration (cars/mile)

Fig. 8, Platoon flow versus average concentration measured at positions along the roadway
for three test runs. Each run shown is a typical case among runs of the same experimental
condition. The broken lines are constant speed lines of speed a6. Curves (A\,(B) and (C)
are test runs for the following conditions: high acceleration and u6 = 50 mph; high accelera-
tion and a9 = 30 mph; and low acceleration and uo = 50 mph, respectively,

operating speed, ao. It also expands slowly with a perturbation near the end.
The case given by curve C of Fig. 8 is for the same test run whose lead and last
car speed histories are exhibited as Case A in Fig. 3. Here the operating speed
isjust reached before the stopping maneuver of the lead vehicle is executed.
A careful comparison of case A in Fig. 3 and curve C in Fig. 8 is instructive.

Discussion

This paper has been devoted to a study of the starting characteristics of a
platoon composed of six full-size automobiles. The approach taken has been
primarily an experimental one and the measurement of the vehicle trajectories
of the lead and last vehicles provides a data base from which a number of inter-
esting dynamical features have been determined. Specifically, the characteristics
of the starting phase, including the initial acceleration and relaxation phases,
have been described in detail. It is noted that this starting phase cannot be so
simply described as was the case with bus platoons reported in an earlier work
by the authors.t It would appear that drivers using automobiles which have a
considerably wider range in vehicle performance, make a number of 'corrections'

as they accelerate up to speed. This is in contradistinction to the case with bus
platoons where it appears that usually only one 'correction' is employed.

The speed at which the starting wave propagates along the roadway has also

l 5
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b 2000
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tr

100 120
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ffiffiffiffif jisJil r):::"qly::f i1,.*, re.surtshave been obtained forpra t o o n s pe e d s ab ove 3 0 di ;;;.' ;;; #ili#,Fffilili3i :ff 1,,:,,T1 :,however, is that for to,"-plllgol qp;;;; ffi;r; did.not fit Eq. (t) which relatesthe speed of the pratoon with the rp;; ;ip-;"gation of disturbun."r. Indeed,it would appear tt ut in uny rp..irir't-.ri;""il: speed of propagation of a dis.turbance is approximatelya constant oetermineo by the initiil [tatoon tengthand the starting derav. Becausr.or tn" trigh';;;rr:{ of the experimeniar infor.

ry'r"J":l$il'"?J,1',','.',","JJjJT:ph;;ffi;;, this.esuri 'i,5i, ill,,iiure doubr

tran si t ti m e a t a p pr ox im a T rv z oo d ;;#a.;'ff:;l'J?i"H'il:H Ll"' 
o

stopped position of the rast car, or -i:o rii,"# n]at* rr"eih ;'ri.;iing.yresif the lead car position is used 
", 

,rr. oirl".i'"r,ri". If the queue reader has atow acceleration capability, tfrr.rls airrffi ;;the neighborhooo .r'r r-t.r"o rrqnci+ ri-^ -: --, , lateau from 400 to 1000 ft infi"i,?*r#Hin",tf 'transittime-i;il;;H;lilTSff f ?J;,ltJlL','
Fig. 7 for other cases. :?:t"":.:i 

minimum.transrt tlme can also be observed in

9a,sin.,r,,pi.i"""l?,"#T#JT'#,fi,*fi iT$:t,lilT:,,fi$y"n{ftions downstream from:. traffic signai'.u'nliJ'u, ,rtimated from the transittimes shown in Fig. 7. rrrir, r,or""u.;;ffil,i.rlheadway times ofihe ltt , stt ,gin,;;;ffi;Ttre 
assumptions regarding the

pn9 of the primary limitations ;i ril;;;ililcarcurarions r,iu, u,,n Lused on the ;#il;;,."prrfi:lij#il:*::*;iJ,1,vehicres' This information on trtiav".ri., Jr tn" ptatoon provides rimitedknowledge of what is olgulins orri"g tir. urrting t ansirnt. Most of the resurts;l,Ti:'"l ff f ,ffi ::H ilS*# _l* ;*l ii, u,prv the n e e d t o o b tain the

The study of the rransit 
$; "r lrri Uatoon at poinls downstream shourd beuseful for the prannins of pre'signars .iJrft"rirr"nels of the types describedbv von stein8 ind ruitne r,""1i.?;1"i vniiriin,ruuon of progressive trafficsignal systems' For exampre, Fic. fi-oi;'in"i*r,n standard American vehicresillji,trl#:ill:jff;ii1,f;t,,.diu,ill, ,n.,. existed a minimum ror th

details of what ii happe 
: --r vLt"6 vul rdller snarply the need to obtain the

can be,betrer understo#g 
within the platoon so it at Oriurl-ro-jririr coupting

. On the other hand, ,h:r,^1r:ll.llon reported in this paper, limited as it is,qoes demonstrate a number of features or ptuioon orrr'""ir, i" ir,, ,i*iir*transient that car_folr o-,,:-i 
:: g!F;;;l;#" t take in t o accoun t. This

:T fi 
n;T:,t;:lXTi:lr, importance wi th resie c t t o simuta tion cal cu lations

the dynamics;ffi|ffiffil:|l;X'* models are frequentlv rrra in-rl'urating
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